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Announcements 
p.3 Qtfjt((omment Calendar of Homecoming Events pages 6& 7 
Vol. L No. 17 Bridgewater State College October.J7, 1977 
Alpha Upsilon Sponsors Queen 
To all concerned dubs, must fill requirements in the 
org~izatioris, dormatories, areas of·: 
and students' of Bridgewater 1. Social involvement 
State College: . 2. Appearence 
This i~ to inform' you that 3. Personality 
the Brotherhood of Alpha A ballot vote by the 
Upsilon has taken upon itself students win limit the 
to furnish the College' number of nominations to 5. 
Community with its Annual These 5 will be judged by the 
Homecoming Queen. . committee consisting of 
We are now seeking three allumni, three faculty, 
nominations from any area of and three students. Due to 
college life, provided that the the Brotherhoods' organiza~ 
choices are substandated, tiona) involment we do not 
and deserving of, sincere control the final decision nor 
condderation. Each nominee wiJI we nominate or suggest 
Day of Fast 
On Nov. 17, one week from Thanksgiving, you the students of 
BSC.can give up your meal tickets or lunch and din11er money jor a 
worthy cause·· the starving people in A/rica, Latin America, and 
Asia. The fast is being organized nationwide by colleges, universities 
high schools, homes, churches, and individuals. ' 
The Fast will begin November 16 at 5:30 and continue unti/5:30 p.m. 
on the 17th. There will be a worship service at the Catholic Center from 
11-11:30 on the 17th. After the service lunch consisting of broth and a roll 
will be available in the Student Union. 
All meal ticket persons who wish to donate their meal ticket jor"the 
fast should give their meal ticket number to the people at Tilly. and 
commuters who wish. to. paricipate can donate. money in the 
commuters' cafe. at the table up/ront from ll·1 Nov.S-lO. 
Bridgewater State is only one place but if we all contribute arid donate 
money and or our meal tickets, maybe morepeopie willjollowandyou~11 
receive the sats/action oj knowing that .at least you helped someoneeat 
for 1 day. This project is sponsored by the Catholic Center and the 
Christian Fellowship. ' 
to nominate any student. 
Nomination papers can be 
picked up at the Brother-
hood of Alpha Upsilon 
Fraternity House or informa-
tion booth in the Student 
Union and must be returned 
to these" places by Monday, 
Oct. 31. Final selection will 
be announced at half time of 
the Bridgewater-curry 
Homecoming game. 
The tradition of Homecom-
ing Queen is something the 
Brotherhood, as well as _Illany 
students, do not want to see" 
ended. Please show us this 
with enthusiasm and 
involvement. 
Any questions may be 
answered by' the committee 
by calling 697 .. 7298 or by 
stopping by at any time. 
Developmental Skills Program 
by Jean St. Andre 
Bridgewater State College is 
currently involved in establishing a 
· Developmental Skills program for 
the improvement of Communica· 
tions Skills (Reading, Writing, and 
Speaking), Mathematical Skills, and 
Study and Learning Skills. 
Freshmen recently completed a 
testing program designed to identify 
those who could benefit from the 
Developmental Skills Program in 
the reading area. Acording to Dr. 
Haughey of the Academic Advising 
Office, this test will be administered 
to all incoming freshmen at 
,Orientation .b€ginningin.·June.197R 
The ProgI-am' was designed· for 
students to get the best out oftheir 
education, to become better in fields 
where they may be experiencing 
difficulty. In doing so, it will help 
students meet the necessary 
standards of the college, and help 
them to successfully complete their 
academic program. 
As the program develops, a 
special program will beimplement· 
ed to meet the special needs of 
students at BSC. Courses in this 
area will be available next semester 
during regular Day School 
hours.The Reading Laboratory and 
Tutorial Assistance already exist. 
The Reading Laboratory is available 
for those students who desire to 
improve their reading and study 
skills. A series of courses are also 
.off,ited . .to "h~lp stuqeptsdeveJop 
their skills in these areas;Tutorial 
assistance may be obtained for 
those desiring additional help in 
various subject areas. For this type 
of assistance, contact the Office of 
Student Life. 
One of the reasons that this 
program was developed is due to a 
report issued by the U.S. 
Commissioner, Ernest Blair. The 
report noted a decline in 
SATscores. Braidgewater State 
College has begun this Develop-
al Skills program in response the the 
Commissioner's report. 
Developmental Skills courses 
in Math a nd English are already in 
existence to help incoming 
freshmen prepare themselves for 
college-level material.Haghey 
declared, "Schools shouldn't 
assume· that all students are 
equally prepared for college 
courses. Therefore, provisions such 
as these Developmental Kills 
programs should be made available 
to interested students." 
Traffic and Parking Policies 
In order to minimize the violations 
being issued to members of our 
college community including' 
visitors, salespeople, and etc., I have 
outlined some problem areas that all 
owners of motor vehicles registered 
on campus should be familiar with. 
Since everyone who registers a 
motor vehicle on campus was 
issued a copy of the Traffic Control 
Handbook 1977·78 many are not 
reading it. I am requesting that 
· portions outlined be published in the 
"Comment" for general information. 
"Traffic and Parking Policies" 
1. If this system or a parking 
assignment .. creates an . unusual 
hardship for any holder of a College 
decal, a· written request should be 
made to·· the Traffic Control 
Committee. For example, a faculty 
· member who is supervising on a 
given day and who sees a possibility 
of a conflict with his or her teaching 
schedule. upon arrival on. campus, 
should make a written request of the 
Traffic Control Committee to give 
consideration to" his/her special 
circumstances. . 
2. For your convenience, the legal 
student parking areas are painted 
yellow and the legal faculty and staff 
parking areas are,. painted white. 
Please check carefully as some lots 
have· areas. assigned to· both 
students and staff. 
3.AIL rootb.- vehicles used tor 
transportation·, to and froni. the 
campus' must •. be·.register~d· with 
Bridgewater State College. 
Registration for the first' semester 
must be completed by the. first day 
of scheduled classes; for "the second 
semester and the summer session, 
by the first day of scheduled classes 
if not previously registered. 
4. Decals are to be placed on the 
REAR SIDE WINDOW OF THE 
DRIVER'S SIDE OF THE CAR. 
5. Any member of the collefW 
community using a car other than 
their own for' emergency reasons 
must obtain a temporary permit 
from the· Campus Security Office. 
Notes left on vehicles are not 
qcceptable. Permits issued by the 
Campus . Security Office are valid 
only for the time period indicated. A 
careful record is kept of all 
temporary parking permits issued. 
6. If a student with an"A" decal on 
his/her vehicle is planning to stay on 
campus overnight, the Campus 
Security Office must be notified. 
This is for their .use for emergency 
reasons only. 
7. The first three rows in . the 
Gymnasium Parking Lot have been 
reserved throughout the day for 
F acuity, Staff and. Handicapped 
persons. 
8. Red· Series "H" - Shea Hall and 
Durgin Hallstuclents living at Great' 
Hill must' park: their cars in resident 
student de$ignated areas ofihe 
Great Hill parking lots. They may 
aIs6park in the Gymnasium parking 
lot between 7:00 'p.m. and 7:00 a.m. 
(except in the lower campus 
residence hall. areas). 
9. BeCause of the' duties and 
responsibilities of the faculty and 
staff who use these lots, the 
following parking areas are reserved 
at all times: Student Union Parking 
Lots, both front and back, and the 
lots adjacent to Pope Hall) 
Tillinghast Hall· and the Art and 
. General Classroom Building. 
10. Faculty and other staff Parking 
Areas - Blue decal parking area 
restrictions as listed below are. in 
effect \ until 3:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. After that hour, all 
blue decal series will be hor ~ :ed in 
all Faculty Parking Lots with the 
exceptions' of the Student Union 
front and back, Pope Hall lot. Scott 
Hall lot, Tillinghast Hall lot, and the 
let adjacent to the Art and.General 
Classroom Building. 
11. A Visitor's Parking Permit for 
day and overnight parking and a 
map of the college may be obtained 
for' guests providing· that the 
Campus Security Office or. the 
Office of· Student Life is notified· at 
least three days in advance. If the 
guest should arrive without prior 
notification; it is the responsibility of 
the host/hostess to register' the 
guest immediately with the Campus 
Security Office. This could prevent 
the . embarrassing situation of a 
visitor receiving a ticket which must 
be paid. 
12. Parking· is allowed in painted 
stalls only. Fire Jane access, loading 
areas and other high-hazard areas 
access must be maintained. 
13. Constant Violators· Vehicles 
registered in the Commonwealth oj 
Massachusetts that have received 5 
or more traffic citations and vehicles 
registered out-of-state that have 
received 3 or more traffic citatiom 
during an academic year will bE 
considered constant violators ane 
shall have their vehiclE 
automatically on each. subsequen1 
violation of the parking·. polic~ 
thereafter. However, as .long as thE 
vehicle is parked legally the vehicle 
will not· be towed. 
2 EOdiio rials 
Near the beginning of this semester, several articles appeared in 
the newspapers pertaining to alleged racism at the College of the Holy 
Cross in Worcester, Ma. Since I live in the Worcester area and have 
several friends who attend Holy Cross, I spent a little time thinking about 
the whole subject of racism and whether or not it occurs here at 
Bridgewater. 
Although we've never had a race riot or any instances of cross-
burning, it is possible that a more subtle form of bigotry occurs. There 
are many isolated instances of personal confrontations between black 
and white students. It seems that a quiet insult in passing is allowable, 
and preserves one's image of int,?grity and fairness. This type of racial 
tension surely must be the worst - although racism still occurs, it is so 
hidden that it will never be considered a problem. 
· Not only is there racial intolerance,spoken or unspoken, but there are 
many other types of intolerance on this campus - some of them may be 
· quite easily observed. For example, one's major field is considered an 
instant label: Education majors think like children, women in Physical 
Education are all agressive and unfeminine,Engiish majors are super-
intelligent and snobby, and, well, we all know about men who go into the 
i theatre. Then, some P€?ple are too fat, some are too thin, too short, etc. 
How often are people stereotyped, labelled, and ridiculed, simply 
because one person does not want to even try to understand the other 
person's attitude? Usually, all it takes to dispel a pet prejudice is a simple 
talk with someone you've never liked just because of what they are, not 
who they are. This is difficult to do; after all, prejudice grows out of fear 
and worry about the unknown. Every group of people has its bad 
examples, but don't let one person give you an opinion of all the others. 
The next time you find yourself saying, '1 can't stand him/her; what a 
Physie/ConservationjNigger/ad infinitum, H try to overcome fear and· 
embarassment. Either talk to the person about their lifestyle or at least 
· try to put yourself in their place, try to understand why they act the way 




After surviving 3 years here at 
B.S.C:, it's hard to believe that "we" 
are seniors. It hasn't been easy; 
Lord knows they have probably 
been times·when we'd just like to 
walk away from school.This is 
"ourNlast year here--lets make it the 
best year ever. 
One's senior year is probably the 
most hectic· and nerve~wracking; 
whether we will continue our 
educations or battle it out in the job 
marketis for each of us to decide for 
ourselves. 
. I feel that since it is 'our last year 
here, "we" should take advantage of 
the facilities on our campus to the 
fullest-not just the Rat or the game 
room; this campus has got the 
bestoffices for helping ourselves-
Career: Counseling, Student Life, 
Teacher Prep & Placement, the 
Grad School and last but not least 
the . Union. The Union provides 
excellent lectures; special programs 
and meetings a campus clubs and 
organizations. 
Hopefully, when we, the 
members of class of 78 graduate in 
February, May and August we will 
be able to lank back on these yeqrs 
with fond m>3mories, sadness that 
(that the years went too fastfast), 
lasting friendships and of course' a 
very goodeducation. 
Lets. make our last year hereone of 
involvement and achievement. 
Good ·luck to. all of the members 
of class of '78 in the future months to 
come. Let's. show some class spirit. 
and make this year a rewarding one. 






To all. who are responsible for the . 
introductory receptions for th the 
introductory . receptions for the 
international students: 
We .would like to thank you for 
the offical welcome on Sept. 2_8 as 
. well as for the reception at Reverend 
Huffines'. house last week. 
Our special thanks go toMr. Ryer· 
whom we keep busy with all knids of 
"technical and human problems" 
and to all those, too, who helped us 
to adjust to the Gampus life, 
whatever they did, said smiled .... 
The ISA 
Church News 
The'first meeting of the Marriage 
Preparation group will meet on 
Sunday, November 13, at the 
Catholic Center. Anyone 
interested, please contact Fr. 
McNamara. 
This Sunday, on October 30, 
Humberto Cardinal Medeiros will 
be serving Mass at the Catholic 





As .. seniors begin their final 
semesters at B.S.C. there are many 
things to wrap up. Certainly. top 
priorities should include assuring 
that an requirements for graduation· 
have been met, finishing the final 
courses, and for many of you, doing 
senior student teaching and 
internships. But organizing an 
appropriate plan for the future 
.should also be a top priority. 
Whether you are looking for a job, 
deciding to go to graduate school or 
considering both, now is the time to 
start organizing yourself to make 
lone of these things happen. Now is 
the· time,. before you get bogged 
down with final exams, papers, etc. 
Now while you won't have to rush to 
meet application deadlines, and 
while you· can use Christmas 
vacation to and excellent future 
.advantage, you can get a head start. 
on your job search or garduate 
school search campaign, 
What does it take to get 
organized? First if you are 
considering graduate schoolt even if 
you may not want to start graduate 
work until five years from now, you 
will want to take the required 
admissions exam. There are several 
good reasons for doing this during 
your senior year in college, but the 
most important is probably that you 
will never again be so used to taking 
exams. Because of being "test wise" 
at this point it is likely that you will. 
never be able to make a better score 
than now. 
The exam that most people will be 
interested in, is the . Graduate 
Record . Examination ·(GRE).A 
score on at least the aptitude 
portion of this exam is a prerequisite 
. _ for admission into almost all 
graduate programs with the 
exceptions of Law, Business, and 
Medical school. The necessary 
exams for these fields are 
respecdtively: the. Law. School 
Admissions Test (LSAT) I the 
Graduate Management Admissions 
Test (GMAT), and the Medical Col-
lege Admission est (MCAT) •. For 
further information regarding any .. 
of these exams please stop by the· 
• • 11 ~ 
SGA Career Exploration Center 
located in theStudent Union next 
to the candy counter. 
. Secondly, every senior should 
make it a point not to leave school 
without writing a resume, even if 
he/she is not currently looking for a 
job, At some point in life you will 
need one. The resources for writing 
session will be offered on December 
6, 1977, co-sponsored by the SGA 
Career Exploration Center and the 
Office of Student Life. You are also 
invited to make an appointment 
with one of the counselors at the 
SGA Career Exploration Center to 
write a resume. 
Third, you will need references 
whether you are applying to 
graduate school or for a job. There 
are two services on campus aimed 
at simplifying this procedure. They 
are ·located in the Office of 
StudentLife (for. students who are 
seeking non - teaching jobs) and the 
Teacher Placement Office for 
students applying for teaching 
positions. In . most cases both of 
these services will be most usefulfor 
the job seeker since graduate 
schools generally have seperate 
references procedured. In order to 
make either of these services work 
for you just stop by the appropiate 
office and ask them to explain the. 
procedure for filing references/ 
After the first three stepshavE-
been. taken and completed the 
preliminaries are almost finished. 
'Fourth you will need to investigate 
where you would like to send' your 
job applications. The SGA Career 
Exploration Center, the Office of 
Student Ufe, the Teacher Placemnt 
Office and the . Libarary . all have 
various resources that will aid you in 
this quest. You will need to make it a 
point· to visit one of these centers 
and see. what youcan use. 
Fifth for those of you who are 
applying to graduate school, you will 
also need to use your resources to 
decide. where the best graduate 
school for you is located. One ofthe 
best resources you have in this area 
is your . department's professors. 
This of course is providint that you 
would like to attend graduate school 
in generally the same area in which 
you did undergraduate work. The 
Office of Student Life and the SGA 
Career· Exploration Center .are also 
co-sp()nsoring a seminar on 
Graduate School: The Decision and 
How To Go ,About Getting In on 
October 25 at 11:00 to lZ:OO.in SU 
206,207. 
It is obvious by now that the 
process of getting into the world of 
work, or graduate training . can .. be 
involved and confusing. Here, the 
major steps have been highlighted. If 
you would like to spend some time 
developingh your own personalplan 
please stop by the SGA Career 
Exploration Center which is located 
in the Student Union next to the 
candy counter. The Center:s hours' 
are from 9:30 to 4:30 Monday' 
through Friday. 
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WEWANTYOV 
to join THE COMMENT! 
We are looking for: 
A Business Manager to 
handle our books. 
An SGA Reporter to cover 
the weekly meetings, Tuesday at 
6:00. 
News and sports writers, 
photographers, production staff. 
Drop in any time. Ouro/lice is 
on the first floor 0/ the Student 








Robert A. Cote 
Sports Editor 
Jo Ann Merzigi~ 
Photography Editor 
. Michael Eunice 
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by Doug Schorr 
Ticket Lines 
The Pousette·Dart Band-Tom Rush concert scheduled for 8:00 p.m. 
on November third, sold out Monday, October 24, shortly after tickets 
went on sale. The tickets commenced selling at 2:30 p.m. and each of the 874 seats were gone by 5:00 p.m. 
Lines started forming at 11:00 a.m. at the Student Union Auditorium Box Office. By 2:30, the line was out to the street facing the Auditorium. According to Lee Policow, Chairman of the Program Committee - the 
sponsors of the event, everyone in the line except for a couple of people 
received tickets. 
The tickets that were sold Monday were exclusively for BSC students. BSC students were allowed to purchase 2 tickets per validated ID. The 
remaining tickets were to be sold to the public on October 31, but as it is, 
many of the Bridgewater State students that wanted to buy tickets could 
not obtain them. 
Because the lines formed so early, unforeseen problems developed. Students attempted to outwit one another for a better place in line. People were seen shoving through the crowd, pushing others out of the 
way, climbing over the guardrails, and one of our college fraternities was 
seen coming out of the doors inside the Auditorium and then pushing their way to the front of the ticket line. 
One girl exclaimed, "I've been in line for four hours and I wsh someone 
would show some consideration for me." 
When Policow was interviewed, he explained why some of the problems developed, and how they could have been avoided. "If people in line had been more considerate, many of the problems could have been avoided. I didn't get there till 2:30 because I was in a mid-semester 
examination, but when I 99t there, I made sure that the area was roped 
off and that the interior auditorium doors were locked." He added, "When we realized that the concert was going to sell out the 
same day, we decided to open a second window to sell tickets." Hopefully, the BSC students will be more considerate and mature 
when th,e next concert comes to Bridgewater State College. 
Fire Alarms at the Hill 
Mass 
PIRG 
Mass PIRG students are 
spreading a signature-gathering 
drive this fall to put the idea of a 
Telephone Consumer's Action 
Group (TELCAG) on the ballot 
next year. TELCAG would fight for 
telephone consumers' rights by 
opposing rate hikes, handling 
complaints, challenging abusive or 
discriminatory billing practices and 
advocating better services. It would 
be. and independent, non-profit 
consumer advocacy group funded 
by voluntary contributions from 
consumers, directed through the 
billing system of the telephone 
company. 
Since Mass PIRG's inception, 
complaints about telephone service 
have topped the list of consumer 
problems which students have 
brought to the attention of 
MassPIRG's staff. After several 
formal inquiries failed to getr results, 
Mass PIRG's Board of Directors 
announced their decision to fight for 
a TELCAG. Anne McSweeney, 
Chairperson of Mass PIRG stated, 
'We want to give consumers the 
right to use the most convenient 
method for gathering their forces on 
telephone rate hikes and service 
practice issues. We are very 
concerned about NET's anti-
consumerer practices which most 
directly impact students." An annual problem that develops and gets progressively worse Specifically, Mass PIRG is through the semester, has again become the focus of many people's concerned with a variety of security attention. Fire alarms at the Great Hill Residence Hall have reached deposit questions, as well as the fact outrageous proportions. The alarms have been going off at a rate of one that by failing to disclose to students every 10 days. (By one, I mean a series of alarms in one night or day the many righys which they have, would constitute one alarm.) and by failing to provide options that· Is it a cO'incidence that these alarms have been going off at a time respond to student needs, the when many of the residents at the Great Hill are freshmen or new telephone company is working transfer students? If fire drills are their idea of a good time, then they against the interests of the student must have a warped sense of humor. Whether or not they are the consumer. culprits, other freshmen and upperclassmen are becoming annoyed with According to B.C. student Mike this problem. Coughlin, Mil Bell·· is ripping It can be said with assurance that the fire drills happen at times when. students off by: 1. charging an many of the BSC students are partying or recovering from the exorbitant and indefensible aftereffects of said parties. Most of the alarms have gone off between installation and service restoral fee; Thursday night and Sunday morning. 2, requiring an uniustifialble and I spoke with Gregory Hall, Assistant Housing Director, and he had often prohibitively high deposit much to say about the dilemna. 
. charge unless the student's parents lCThis is an annual problem that has gotten progressively better each sign a contract to assume year. The problem lies in the fact that students are either pulling the fire responsibility for the bill; 3. placing alarms or setting off the smoke detector devices by putting a match or the student in the lowest credit cigaette on the smoke detectors." rating and requiring earleir . bill 
. He added, "Some of the first rash of fire alarms that happened within payments than other consumers the first couple of weeks of school were because of a faulty mechanism regardless of his bill-paying on the smoke detector devices. However, we solved that problem almost regularity; and 4. billing the student immediately, and the problem of the fire alarms still persists." a monthly service charge which in all There have been so many fire drills that have occured since the probability exceeds the sum of the commencement of school for the fall semester, that another problem has phone company's cost of providing developed. Not all of the people residing at the Hill are clearing the the service plus their allowable building during the fire drills. Afire drill will usually be over withing 30 profit margin. I.' Coughlin declared minutes, or shortly thereafter. However, the drill have lasted well over an that, "Students are prime victims 01 hour because resident assistants' have had. to clear the building of Ma Bell's discriminatory practices." uncooperative students. The RA's can not be blamed, since they are just TELCAG could succeed ir 'doing their job. Therefore, who is to blame? Obviously, the students who stopping some of the company'~ refuse to clear the building. Admittedly, they have reasons for doing so, ,abuses of students and othel but they are making it harder on others. The situation is comparable to residential sustomers. The funds: the story about the boy who cries wolf. He cries wolf many times when s to c k pi led t h r 0 ugh sma I : there is no wolf and people come running to help him. When the wolf contributions from telephone eventually does appear, he cries wolf, but no one comes to save him. customers, made via their monthly Still, students should most definitedly evacuate the residence. halls bills, would. be used to hire lawyers whenever an alarm is set off. Though many students feel there is no and researchers to support the danger of a fire occuring at the Hill, they are in the wrong. A fire occurred consumer position in the courts, the on the 5th floor of Durgin Hall about three years ago. Some of the rooms legislature, and before Mass-on the back part of the floor have different closets, heaters, etc. than the achusetts s regulatory agincies. other rooms because of t.he repairs that had to be done. As Hall stated, To do this, students across the "the whole floor was engulfed in smoke in a matter of minutes." state will need to gather 57,000 The only solution to the problem seems to be cooperation with the qualified signatures by December. R.A.'s in· catching the practical jokers who have been setting off the When this happens, the legislature alarms. Then the administration will handle the situation accordingly. must take up the proposal next Also, the residents of the halls should vacate the building immediately so spring. If the legislature fails to act everyone can return to their rooms as soon as possible. a ff i r mat i vel y , 1 0, 000 m 0 r e ,.1111/!!111 ....... lI!'!!IIIIIIrttJIIIIl'!!llli!ll". ......... ~lIIIII'IJIiII!fIIJ~rrIfIII .... ,.. ... ~IIra!JiIIl~tI!IIfJ __ tllB .... ttI!!!!lIwlfllllll1l1111ta signatures would be required to put The Junior Class proudly brings to Bse: 
HOMECOMING MIDNIGHT 
BREAKFAST! 
Friday night, Novernber 4. in the 
Tillinghast Cafeteria 
Il:00"'p.m. to 2:00 a.m. 
Drink a~d dance to Jumping Jack Flash from 8-12, 
then satIsfy your midnight munchies with a breakfast 
that can:t .be beat: Pancakes, eggs, toast, sausages, donuts, JUIce, . coffee, tea, milk. .. etc. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT!! 
$1.75 
the measure on the ballot' in 
November, 1978. 
Academic credit is often· available 
for students working on Mass PIRG 
projects. Limited work study 
positions are still available. 
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Announcements 
HISTORY MAJORS MINORS .. A TTENTION! 
There will be a student -faculty social held in the Rat on Thursday, Nov. 3, from 4:30 to 7:00. Stop by and "down a few" with your favorite prof.! 
THE CARPENTER'S 
The Carpenter's Shop, an inter-denominational Christian fellowship, is 
sponsoring "The Open Door". This program is for those students and faculty members who would like to learn more about Christianity. Come find out how exciting and peaceful your life can be with the Lord Jesus. The next meeting is Tuesday, November 1,1977 at 7:00p.m. in theS.U. Green Room. "Ask, and it will be given you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you." Matthew 7:7 
BIOLOGY CLUB 
The Biology Club's "Guest - Speaker Series" presents: Leonard L. Anderson D.Sc speaking on: 
"Cancer Research"; 
"An Immunologic Approach to the Treatment of Cancer." Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 3:00 p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall. 
SENIOR PORTRAITS 
Class of 1978-- Have you signed up to have your Senior Portrait taken? Sign·ups began October 24 and will continue through November 4. Come and sign up in front of the Bookstore Friday, Oct. 28 or Monday, Oct. 31 through Friday, Nov. 4 from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Make your 
appointment now!! 
....................... "' ..... _-....... : .. -- ..... _ .. :" ..... : ....................................... -...................... -- ............. -.................................................................. -.... _--
VETERAN'S INFORMATION 
Effective immediately the Veteran's Office at Bridgewater State College will be open every Tuesday from 7:00 to 7 :30, until December 20, 1977. The office will also be open the first Wednesday of every month, from 6:00 to 8:00, for the entire school year. 
Veterans and dependents are advised to contact Mr. Edward G. Elias 
or Mr. Pter McPhail at the office with any questions regarding their 
schooling. The list below contains important points to remeber or to 
contact the Veteran's Office about: 
1. Dropping a course or courses without mitigating circumstances may 
cause the Veteran's Administration to lecoup the money paid th the 
veteran or dependent for the course or courses involved. 2. Tutorial services, if needed, can be provided by the Veteran's Office. The Veteran's Administration will pay the veteran or dependent up to $65.00 a month with which to pay te.e tutor, 
3. Work study. under the V.A. work study program, is available to full-time students receiving the G.I. Bill. Payments may be as much as 1625.00 time students receiving the G.!. Bill. Payments may be as much as $625.00 per semester. Educational loans of up to $2000.00 may be 
available to veterans and eligible dependents from the Veteran's Administration. 
5. Vietnam Era Veterans attending day college may be elibible for free tuition. 
6. Monthly subsistence checks will now be paid on the first of the month for the preceding month of schooling. 
7. Th~ Veteran'S Office offers counseling in a side. area of academic life, 
ecspecially in regards to resolving various problems the veterans may face. We also provide expertise in regards to other veterans benefits, both federal and state, (Le. town veterans services), 
Please feel free to contact us with your problems or questions. The Veteran's Office telephone number is 697-8321, ext. 210, and the office is located in the rotunda at Boyden Hall. 
CHRlSTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
. Christian Fellowship, the on campus Protestant group, is 
cosponsoring, with the University Christian Movement in New England, 
a Fall Conference at Brown University, Providence, R.I., November 4-6, 1977; the theme of the conference is: 'What is the University Preparing You For?". 
The keynote address will be delivered Friday evening by Professor Howard Zinn, Boston University teacher in Political Science, author of 
several books, and author of the current hit play "Emma" in Boston. There will be workshops in: Literature, Science, Economics, Health Sciences,Black Studies and Woman's Studies. Additional workshops 
will be h~ld inHuman Services, Sociobiology and Psychology if sufficient interest is indicated. These will be led by faculty from area colleges. The cost is $10.00 for food and lodging. A limited number of 
scholarships are available through Christian Fellowship for those who indicate the need. Registration should be made at the C.F. offices, 3rd floor, Student Union. You may pay in advance, but it is not necessary. 
LESTER HOUSTON SCHOLARSHIP 
Contributions are being made for the Lester Houston Scholarship Members of the scholarship committee will begin picking up donations 
starting Wednesday, Oct. 27, Tuesday, Nov. 1, and Wednesday, Nov. 2. A table will be set up in front of the bookstore collecting donations from 12 noon to 4 p.m. Any checks must be made out to Lester Houston Scholarship-- Bridgewater Alumni Assoc. Donations can also be dropped off or mailed to the Bridgewater Alumni Assoc .• P.O. Box 13, Bridgewater, Mass. 02324. If you have 'any questions you can contact Gail Mason at 746·2690 or Laurie Brenneer, Wood Dorm, Rm.77. Thank i you for' your help. 
~----.---------------------, : Affirmative Action: 
I As a part of the Massachusetts State College System, t>rtagew~ter I I State College is committed to a policy of non·discrimination. and I 9 affirmative action in its educational programs, activities and employment. I practices. It is the policy of.the Massachusetts State.Colleg: ~ystem not I I to discrimil!ate on the baSIS of race, sex, color, natIonal ongm, age, or. I religion, or handicap. Bridgewater State College , as part of the I Massachusetts State College Syst~m ~aintains its poli~y of non-. discrimination and affirmative action I~ fulfIllment of the reqUlrement~ ~f I Executive Orders 11246 and 1.1375, TItles IV ,VI, VU,IX, and X of the Clvtl. Rights of Act of 1964 as amended, and other applicable State and Federal. 
Statutes. I 
Mr. Edward J. Meany, Affirmative Action Officer, may be contacted I 
regarding Bridgewater State College's policy of non·discrimination andl 
affirmative action, including compliance with Section 504 of thel Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended in the Third Floor of the Studentl J,Jnipn, Bridgewater Sta~eGpll~~~ 617-697~8321, Ext. 428. : 
-----------------~------~-- ~ 
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The Arts Girl Crazy Review 
. Calendar 
Events Outside the Bridgewater Area 
Current 
by Woody Goodbar 
'Girl Crazy' was performed by the 
B.S.C. Ensemble Theatre under the 
direction of Dr. Friedman, Oct. 20, 
21 and 22. This performance 
marked the 20th anniversary 
production at B.S.C. 
The AmerIcan Uream by .... Jward Albee at Meetinghouse Theatre -
:afe. Albee's hilariously perceptive one·act view of an atypical dasiin the ife of a typical American family, presented in Coffeehouse·Theatre ~ormat (coffee and refreshments seved before and after the Jer!ormance.) Wednesday through Saturday evenings at 9:00 p.m. ~dmission for all performances, $3.00/ (A.T.S. vouchers accepted as full ldmission. Runs through Sat., Nov. 12. Phone: (617) 227-8157. 
The lead women, Cynthia WiJcax (Kate) and Michele M. Pecr" oraro (Molly), were to some degree able to 
realize dimensions of their 
characters, but were hampered in 
their earnest efforts by their vocal 
ranges. Both have fine voices in a 
contralto range which were 
constantly straind in dealing with 
soprano musical scores. Wilcox had 
the stronger voice, while Pecoraro 
was more confident in her 
character. The best numbers for 
Kate were 1 Got Rhythm', 'Sam & 
Delilah' and 'Boy! What Love Has 
Done To Me'. 
Cindy Wilcox, Tony MastrorlUi. Michele Pecoraro, and Don Capen after the reprise of "Sam and Delilah'. EXHIBIT of original manuscripts, correspondence and )hotographs relating to the Italian Opera and specifically to 3iuseppe Verdi, Gioacchino Rossini, Gaetano Donizetti and 
vincenzo Bellini. Items from Boston University's Special 
:o11ections include the original manuscript of a song sighned and jated 1835 by Bellini; an original handwritten letter from )onizetti to the Duke Visconti on September 27, 1834, 
:oncerning the opera Maria Stuarda; and a portion of the original 11anuscript from II Trouatore, signed and dated ry Verdi on 
:::-ebruary 24, 1855. The display is open to the public from 8:30 3.m.-12:00 Midnight Monday-Thrusday, 8:30 a.m.·lO:OO p.m. " 
:::-riday-Saturday, and 2:00-1.0:00 p.m. on Sunday on the second loor of Boston University's Mugar Memorial Library, 771 
:ommonwealth Ave., Boston. 
ART EXHIBIT··Five nationally known painters, Jerrald tsalance, Vance Kirkland, Joyce Weinstein, Paul Martin and Yun James Yohe, will 
exhibit their work through Nov. 9 at Northeastern University's Dodge Library Art Gallery, 360 Huntington Ave. Hours are Monday and Tuesday 9 to 5, Wednesday 9 to 9, Thrusday and Friday 9 to 5, and Saturdays 1 to 5. The exhibit is free and open to the public. For further information call 437-2348. 
The Trinity Square Repatory Company presents George Kelly's 'The Show·Off" in the. Company's Downstairs Theatre. Performances are Tuesdays through Sundays at 8 p.m. through Nov. 20. For more information. call (401) .1!l1-4242. 
The lead men, Anthony 
Mastrorilli (Johnny Churchill) and 
Brad Craven (Zoli), were abviously 
uncomfortable with their musical 
numbers. Yet, each worked at 
producing consistent characters. 
Zoli enlivened moments in the first 
act with some of his antics. Zoli was 
a consistently energeticcharcter, as 
was Johnny. 
Of the performers with 
supporting roles, Donald S. Capen (Sam Mason) was the most 
successful in developing and 
sustaining a character that had 
depth and dimension. His scene 
with Pecoraro (the Sam & Delilah 
Reprise in Act II) was the most 
successful number of the entire 
show, combining energy and 
charcter and a veritable trunk of 
vaudevillian tricks. The scene was a 
high point for Pecoraro as well. 
Molly took on added dimensions 
leading the audience to believe there 
really was champagne in the stage 
prop bottle. 
Other performers of mention 
were Michael Norton (Doc Parker) 
and David Greene (Snake Etes). 
This tandem fleshed out some 
moments in the show with energy 
and sympatico that was refreshing. 
The technical side of the 
production was accomplished with 
grace. There were no obvious 
lighting mis-cues, missing 
properties, or dreadful delays in 
changing scenes. All went wel1 with 
the exception of the show curtain. It 
is reported that one was painted but 
unusable for some reason. A show 
curtain might have solved some of 
the sit difficulties that did arese. 
Overall, the set was not inspiring but· 
was adequate for the production. 
The orchestra play, -:I 
marvelously for the pel 'ormance It 
is unfortunate that the s\ 0re could 
not have been transpose<... to help 
the leads with their nu. ibers. 
However, the chorus deveh.oed 
tremendous energy and volume at 
times and helped to carry some 
moments. 
From any number of perspectives 
there could be a variety of criticisms 
charge to the show. But in the final 
consideration, B.S.C. is not a 
professional drama school. If the 
great majority of the audiences 
enjoyed the entertainment, if the 
cast and crew had fun, if the directorl 
was happy, then there is a degree of 
success to justly registered by the 
production. 
The next production by the 
B.S.C. Ensemble Theatre will be 
'The Skin Of Our Teeth' by Thorton 
Wilder. The show will be performed 
Cec. 1, 2, 3 at 8 p.m. in the Student 
union Auditorium. 
LOVELIGHT, the Jaser spectacular, has been brol,lght back by popular dem~nd. A~ the Charles Hayden Planetarium Thursday through Sunday evemngs. TIckets are $3 per person. For further information, call 723-4586 .. 
Theworks of American sCldptor Daniel Chester French are on display 
at the Fogg Art Museum in Cambridge through November 30. 
Program Committee 
Events The Program Committee is 
sponsoring a bus trip to the Barnum Gary L. Bul.msack and Stage Productions are proud to announce' and Bailey Circus tonight. The bus 
. another "exten!lon of Israel Horovitz's "THE INDIAN WANTS THE leaves at 6:30 to·go to the Greatest BRONX for SIX weeks through December 4. In·addition, there will be a Show on Earth! Cost is $5.00. Sign-second show on Ssturday night at ]0 p.m. Tickets will be $4a.50during ups at Info. Booth. the week and $5.50 Friday and Saturday. 
• •••••••••• Performances are at the STAGE III of the Charles Playhouse 76 A contemporary·, multimedia Warrenton Street, T~esday through Sunday at 8p.m. andSaturday~tlO light and sound spectacular, p.m. Ph~ne R~servatlons.338. 7807 or Quik Charge 426-6210. cleverly disguised as a night club will .October 27 be comint to the Union on Friday, "L·f· d A 
. November. 4th from ;30p.m. The ·1 e an rts in the XV Century" as part of the French ClVII1~ahon as production which contains in reflected in theArts·· a slide tape lecture in French. At 1:30 attheBoston excess of 10,000 Ibs. of sound and I~~!~~~ity School of Management, Room 536,685 Commonwealth Av?, visual aid wiIJ transform the Student 
Naked Truth. Tickets are $2.00 for 
BSe community and $3.00 for 
alumni. 
. 
If you· liked the Madhatter 
Night Club, you1110ve Star Bar, the 
night club of the future. Food, drink 
and live entertainment combine for 
an atmosphere out of this world. 
The galactic Student Union 
Ballroom will be in orbit Saturday, 
November 5. We1l be blasting off at 
8 p.m. for an Quterspace voyage and 
splashdown at 12 p.m. Countdown 
begins today·IO-9-8-7 -6-SA-3-2-1 
Saturday blast off. October 28 Union. Ballroom .. into a Light Clib 
operating for the night under a full In the Rat from 8--12 is a Gay The Boston UniverSity Repertory Orchestra ina performance liquor liscense. Advance ticket sales Nineties Pub featuring a Ragtime sponsored by the School of Music at Boston University. At 8:00 p.m. at begin October 31 and cost $2.00 band and a buffet. .Tickets are $1.50 the Boston University. School for the Arts Concert Hall 855 each .. Tickets may be pruchased .for BSC Community and $2.S0 for CommoDweaIthAve., Boston. • ~ across from the S.U; Bookstore. In alumni. Ottober30· coordination ·with SGA, the Class of Both· promise to be dynamite The BrocktonSymphonyOrchestra-MichelSasson Conductor"- will 1979 is sponsoring a MIDNIGHT .events-a tough ch~ice for sure! present ifs 30th Anniversary ~all Concert on Sunday; October 30th at breakfastfast following Jack Flash at ••••••••••• • ?:30 p.m. at the~ Brockton HlghSchool Auditorium. The program will Tilly, at $1.75 for all you can eat it Yes, it's really true 11 The mclude VV:agners. Prelude T<?~ct III of Lohengrin, Paginini's Violin sounds like a good place to stop by Amazing Kreskin, who is an Concert? 1~ D-malor,.ru:~ Ber~oz s Fantastic Symphony. ShlorrioMinty, afterwardsirom 12;00-2 a.,~; internationally famed mentalist, an Israel! Vlrtuoso Viohntst will be the featured soloist. Reserved seats • • •• • •• •••• - entertainer and author is coming to ar~ $5.00. {$2.S0 for students}I:or more information, call 587·1191. The SU Program C°m..llJrittee hasSridgewater .on .N. ov. " O 't b 31'" two eve.nts lined up [orr'liovem· ber coer , . , Bridgewater on November 7. Get F Ity Ch b . M . S·· C·· 5th "that are going to heJp make acu.. . . am er uSle enior oncert I will be perro. rmed. ReadyH! If you like James Mapes, S d b th S h I f M $ £ Homecoming 77 one of the best yet! I ponsore.y e c 00 0 usic. 3.00 lor general public, $1.00"for In the Ballroom from 8-12 is "'Star you're going to love the Amazing students. At 8:00 p.m. at the Boston University for the Arts Cinart Hall, B". . h lb' h ... Kreskin! , 855 Commonwealth Ave .• Boston. ar , ahntg tc u ~lt a futuflsilc . There is 'something truly unique . atmosp ere ~~tunng the ban9 about being "Kreskinized". It is a 
"Kreskinized", is to dramatically r O~~,fud~oMn~~fu~~.Th~ I 8 introduce an idea into someone's 8 thought pattern. To perceive S another's pursuing thoughts or ~ fa ~ ~ I II ~r~~!~C\~. n ~d.a~~:~{Oa~Jirs~7~~tT~ ~ ~ ~ 8 means but in a manner that is § ~ ~ I:.l ~ dramatic and amazing." R§. I ~ 8 w ~ ~ Kreskin is the world's most famed , .. · >- ~ ~ ~ § mentalist and, a foremost authority 8
8
. 
.. • ! § ~ !:: lS in the field of ESP. He is quite! cid in 8 . . .I. i:5 5 ~ I stating what he is NOT. "I am not a Is T=~~ ~;.!.:~v I ' ~ ~ i i ~ ~6%~~~::' ~n~.~~~t.d:r:1~~n:~~~:~ 8 THERE IS A CONVENIENT ROCKLAND TRUST ~ ffi ~ ~ He is also a "Scientific ... !:2 ~ _ I a medium nor a hypnotist." g OFFICE NEAR YOU ON THE SOUTH SHORE! II ~ ~ ~ [nvestigator" of the power of 8 
... suggestion . and various areas of § MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 8 ESP. 'What I do is inherent in ~ 
"'q-... -_ .. -' § everyone, but what I have done is ~ . . . . 
. . '8 learn to sensitize myself to the ~actions and ~titud~ of peo~e 
.;; I' I", 
~.'i ~ ~ 
; ..... L ~! . .:. 
around me; under caertain· 
conditions, I can sense their 
thoughts as well as influence them." 
Aside" from more than 200' 
appearances on the "Mike Douglas" 
and "Tonight" Shows and 
appearances on the "DAvid FRost" 
and "onN Shows, Kreskin has 
worked with dentists and 
physicians. On occasion, he is called 
LIpon to work with witnesses to 
:rimes where a case might hinge on 
. .mearthing forgotten details of a 
:rime fromsomeone's sub· 
conscious 
Says Kreskin, HAs a prrformer, I 
try to create wonderment. Because [ am a showman, I dramatize 
whatever'ability I have. Asa 
showman. I utilize certain factors in 
ways the audience never thought 
possibJe. I stimulate curiosity into 
the world of science_ N During a stage 
presentation, the mental· pressures 
:ause him to lose almost three 
pounds -- AMAZING !I . 
A member of the audience .-
POSSIBLY YOU- is allowed to hide Kreskin~s paycheck. If he cannot 
locate it, the show is free. One 
member of the· audience acts as a 
guide to Kreskin by concentrating. 
on the location of the check. No 
words are mentioned. One of the 
oddest hiding places ever was in a . 
man's upper dentures. Can you 
think of an unbelievaable place? We 
hope so !! 
Kreskin has performed at almost 
1,000 colleges· in the United States 
and now that he is coming to BSC, I 
am sure you won't want to miss hem. 
.. HE'S AMAZING!! 
Again, this exciting event will take 
place on November 7 at 8:00 p,p. in 
the Student Union Auditorium. 
Tickets are ONLY $.50 for BSC 
Community and $1.25 for public. 
Kreskin ·is being sponsored by the 
Student Union Program 




The SSC Ensemble Theatre will 8p.rn. in the Student Union 
present a Horace Mann Production Auditorium. 
on Thursday and Friday, November The play deals with mankind and 
17 and 18 at 7:30 p.m. at Horace a hilarious view of it through the 
Mann Auditorium in Boyden Hall. ages, from before the ice-age until 
Entitled W.O.M.A.N., the play is _ the present day. It is actually now 
being directed by SSC Senior Steve and then all at the same time. 
Martin, as well as written by Steve Casting has been completed and 
and members of his cast. is as follows. 
Included in the cast are Laurie Matt iRei:lly as Mr. Antrobus, 
Miller, Susan Tomaso, Susan Suzanne Nadeau as Mrs. Antrobus, 
Dietlin, Maura Farley, Sally Cindy Wil cox as Sabina, Sue 
Richardson, and Joni Dahlene. D"a r win as G 1 ad y s , Ton y 
Stage manager is Dianne Lalli. Vasconcellos as Henry. and Dave 
W .O.M.A.N. traces the Greene as Mr. Fitzpatrick. . 
important events in a woman's life Also in the cast are John Tierney, 
and deals with those things that Craig Truax, Donald Capen, Peter 
woman can identify with most. Gay, Dan Vitale, Bob O'Haver, Paul 
Everything is taken from a woman's Healy, A 11en Fleming, Jim 
point of view, but is being presented Harrington, Mary Pio, Denyce 
for everyone. This unique theatrical Musial, Marianne Maloney, Michele 
experience combines dialogue, Pecororo, Breck Sullivan, Marcie 
music and dance, and admission is McGee, Sandy Ross, Joyce 
free of charge. Maciulewic:.., Laurie Brown, Marcie 
Don't miss it! Miles, Karen Tobin, and Elyse 
•••••••••••• 
~ 
The BSC Ensemble Theatre will 
present their second production 'of 
the 1977-78 season, the 
Pulitzerprize winning comedy, liThe 
Skin of Our Teeth" by Thornton 
Wilder, on December 1-2 and 3 at 
Krantz . 
The production is being directed 
by Dr. Richard Warye.Stage 
Manager and Assistant Director is 
Maureen Bray. 
Tickets will go on sale soon $1.50 
for BSC staff and students, $2.50 for 
all others. 
What"s Doin"? 
Don't sit around wondering what 
you're going to do for excitement. 
'What's Doin'" is updated daily so 
you can get the news right away. 
On weekends, Michele Scott 
brings you 'her own version of 
'What's Doin'" with a run down of 
the Boston concert calendar and 
other downtown special events. 
If your club or organization has an 
upcoming event, game or function 
they would like to share with the rest 
f the college community on 
What's Doin"', drop off the details 
n the S.U. Info booth and we1l do 
ur best to get it on the air. 
Why read bullein boards, listen to 
WBIM, and find out "What's Doin"'. 
Las Vegas 
Night 
On Homecoming evening, WRA 
and MAA will sponsor a "Las Vegas 
Night" in the gym from 8 p.m. to 
midnight. Tickets will be sold Nov. 
3rd at 3:30 p.m. in the S.U. 
Auditorium ticket booth. The 
tickets will be $4.50 and will include 
beer and gambling money. 
Prizes will be awarded at the end 
of the night. Must have proof of age 
to enter the event. Come and enjoy 
the fun and excitement of an 
evening in Las Vegas, right here at 
BSe!! 
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. Bridgewater Calendar 
October 27 
Disco in the Rathskeller 7 - 11:00 featuring Denise Martin. 
October 27 
Barnum and Bailey Circus· bus leaves front of Student Union at 6:30. 
Price for both bus and tickets is $5.00. 
October 28 
Jim Palana at the Chameleon Coffeehouse. 
October 29 
Halloween Masquerade Party with D.J. Sullivan 8· 12:00 in the Student 
Union Ballroom. 
-October 29 
Bana in the Hat 
October 3U 
BSe Choral Society's Fall Concer at 8:00 in the Auditorium. 
October 31 
The Program Committee will sopnsor the film "The OmenN• 
November 1 
The Celebration Mime Trio will perform "Tricksters 'N Numbskulls at 
10 and 1 o'clock in the Auditorium. 
November 2 
The Celebration Mime Trio will perform "Tricksters 'N Numbskulls at 
November 2 " 
. Disco in the Rathskellar 7·11:00 p.m., featuring Jack King 
November 3 
Homecoming concert - Pousette-Dart Band with Special Guest star, 
Tom Rush 
November 4 
Peter Phillips at the Chameleon Coffe House 
November 5 " . 
A two man show of printing, print, drawing and sculpture by Vmcent 
Di Mattio and Edward rl ankowski. Through December 2 at the 
Bridgewater State College Art Building. 
. November () 
The Program Committee will sponsor the film "The Sting" on 






by Joe McDonald 
On the evening of Oct. 20, a 
:hartered . plane crashed in 
Mississsippi. Among the 6 people 
killed were Ronnie Van Zant, Steve 
Gaines! and Cassie Gaines. All were 
members of the band Lynyrd 
3kynyrd . .The band. was flying to 
Baton Rouge, where they were. to 
:Jerform the. following night. 
. . . 
Bbw Maguey cactus hearts ripe and r~ady for distilling at Teqzdla Cuervo's La Rojena plant .... 
Ronnie Van Zant was a strange 
:nan. This hilibilly had a singing 
Joice that sounded .. like across 
;)etween' Rod Stewart and Jim 
Dandy .. But Ronnie had something 
:lbout him. This barefoot wierdo 
:ould draw all the energy out of an. 
:iudience and then turn around and 
;ling it right back at them, Ronnie 
NaS the focal-point of the band. he 
'1e1cfthe band together' when all 
Since 1795 Cuervo Gold 
has heen made in onI): one way. 
i And in only one place. 
In T(]quila. Where the pampered Blue Magueyplant still 
Ilourz·shes amidst the rich, volcanic soilandperfectclimate 
as it has since 1795.. . '
Where over 182 years of tradition is still a way ollife. 
Thz"s is what makes Cuervo Gold special. Versatile and 
adaptable. Neat, on the rocks, with a splash of soda, 'llfa . 
perfect Sunrise orM~rgarita,CuerVo Gold will bring you 
back to a tz-me when quality ruled the world. 
Cuervo.'l'he Gold standard since 1795. 
CUERVO ESPECIAL® TEQUILA. 80 PROOF-IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY ® 1917 HEUBLEIN. INC., HARTFORD, CONN. 
. 5eemed to fall apart. Ronnie drank a 
3reat deal { usually Jack Daniels} 
::.lUt he was happy in this state~ 
Ronniedesctibed himself best. 1'm 
:l whiskey rock and roller." 
Steve Gaines recently jioned the 
:,andreplacing rythym guatarist Ed 
King. He lay down thebeat while 
3Uitarists Allen CoUinsand Gary 
Rossington tore up the stage and 
the surrounding area with a gutsy 
;ound. His sister Cassie, can best be 
described as a golden-throated 
beauty. She h·ad. it all. Along with 
Leslie Hawkins andJo Billingsly, she 
provided the backgrourid of "Swet 
Home Alabama". She had talent and 
~ smile. that lit up every stage that 
the' band performed on. 
These members will be 
sorrowfully missed; Both by fans 
and friends~ the deaths were a 
shock. It happened only 11 days 
after the release of their latest 
album. True to a continuing curse, 
they • join the list of musicians 
including Glenn miller, Buddy Holly 
and Jim Croce; all. died in plane 
crashes. Ronnie once wrote '1£ I 
leave here tomorrow, will you still 
remember me?" I know I 
will remember these three, and I'm 
sure many others will also. Well 
Ronnie, The Bird is finally loose. 























Wednes9ay Nov. 2 
Cider ' n Donut Social 
"Disco" 
"Kick~Off Party" 
Thursday Nov. 3 
Homecotning Concert 
Frid~y Nov. 4 
Alumni-Student 
Swim Team Meet 




Jack Flash . ''Light Club" 
, '. ',' ... ,':' 
MidnifeBreakfast 
Alumni-Cheerleaders' 




Parade to College Field 
Football Game 
BSC vs. Curry 


















Parking Lot Area AlphaSorority 
·c '.' ., . 
Ballroom S.G.A. 
" ',". ':,,'~ '," ", 
Tiny '" , ,,'ClassofI979 








featuring the Nationally. 
renowned "Boston ,Crusaders" 
Drum and Bugle Corps 


















Welcome Back Alumni Party, 
Catholic Center Masses 
Homecoming Dinner 
Afro-Am Alumni So.cia/ 
. Homecoming Parties 
"Irish Pub" 
"Las Vegas-Live {" 
'. .' 
"StarBar" 
'. , .. 
. :"Rag-Time Band": 
" Sunday Nov. 6 
"The Sting" 
Monday Nov. 7 












S .. U~ Ballroom. . 
































Ticket SalesF or Saturday 
Events .- Homecoming on 
Wednesday November 2 
TIME: 3:30 PLACE: S.U. BALLROOM 
'2 PER J.D. 
MUST BE 18 AND HAVE VALID B.S.C. 'I.D. 
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Int rnational 
JassimBaqer.ISA Treas. 
him rather than turning into a 
_ problem as far as adjusting is 
This is JaS'sim Baqer frorr concerned. Also the fact that'1n 
~uwait(which is not a part of IndiaC America, living is much more 
Jassim Baqer, the treasurer ofthE expensive than in Kuwait" doesn't 
lSA, is the last ISA Ifbffic~" of the:.z bother Jassirn seriously, because he 
international students spotlighted ir. still gets the monthly salary he 
this series. earned in Kuwait before. 
Jassim decided to study in Kuwair cannot be compared with 
America after having worked for the America without one being aware of 
Physical Education Department of the fact that the governmment of 
Kuwait for nine years. America was Kuwai( without publishing a budget 
~recommended" to him by his or any development program, 
friends, <..nd a scholarship from the provides for lots of free serviceand 
government of Kuwait provided for intstitutions the Americans have to 
~ good start in the New World as far pay for. For example, education and 
as finances were concerned medical services are completely free 
. Thus Jassim came to America in in Kuwait. "''You pay once about 
~976, went to Boston University for $50 a year for your telephone and 
six months to refresh his English. within Kuwait you can call as much 
After having returned to Kuwait for and as long as you want, for $50 a 
one year he came back at the year!", Jassim raves. 
beginning of this semester in order The independent Arabian oil 
~o finish his college years at country doesn't require large 
Bridgewater. At BSC Jassim is amounts of taxes from it's 
-~ajoring in physical education inhabitants which results, e.g. , in 
which he couldn't have done in free parking, as well as very low 
Kuwait because there is no college taxation in general 
which offers these courses. This is No wonder Jassim wants to 
the main reason for his decision to return home after his graduation in 
study abroad. 1981, although he likes his American 
Jassim didn't have difficulties in car( the only thing that is more 
adjusting to the American way of life expensive in Ku"?ait), the college life 
at all. "Of course in the beginning I and McDonalds~ But not least there 
only met with freinds from Kuwait in is the whole family including three 
Boston and I think it is natural, too, brothers and two sisters with a 
Students Reception 
7"fo! Don Johnson, Misaki Okaya, Ann Kajubl ,Rev. Richard HUffines' and Doris 
Johnson converse at the lSA reception. 
Red Sox star George Scott 
wants to duell 
with you. 
MULDOON'S 
. Jassim Baqer 
~a~_ IIi "For the best Booze and Tunes" 
Open daily 4 p.m.- 12 p.m. 
10% 
Ski-Poles! 







Clotlting! Repairs! G~oves! "~ 
Hats! Boots! 
Used Ski Boots, Skate Sharpening, Ski 
Rentals, Ski Repair and Tune-Ups! 
Master Charge- BankAmericard-
Free Layaway 
~ t Happy Hour 4 p.m.- 7 p.m. t 
II I U: Wed.-' Sat. PHILADELPHIA MAGIC f I !:!I WED. AND THUR.NIGHT SPECIAL-FIRST l.!.:l.,!.: 
~ iii: DRINK IS REGULAR BUT SECOND ONLY 75tt: ::: 
SUNDAY NIGHT 
Muldoon' sFirst Annual 
"Ill Halloween Party Eeaturing '1.11 
II" "" DALE AND THE DUDS Ii! 
II:AlI invited and everyone ill 
!.Ii .. request. ed to com. e Ian \l~~ f [ ~ SPECIAL ..... costume. :::: 
Oct. 28. 29, & 31 Iii' III 
U:1:;L4~~,!#~~E~1I II!' MUldoon_sca:h ~~:::::r ::st ~::tu::peland St. iii 
purchases. U Ill: 
J t 'W.Bridgewater. t ~afi_"Wo()GQd."'lIj.'8dO"~"G".".090._.flII.O~IIUIlOO~.....e :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:i; 
Paul Vespaziani 
ECAC Nominees 
Charlie Raimo and Paul Vespaziani were 
nominated for ECAC player of the week, two 
weeks ago. 
Senior psychology major, Charlie Raimo 
did a fine job at the defensive corner back 
position. Last year he intercepted two passes 
for a total of 99 yards. In his performance of 
two weeks ago he had another for 15 yards. 
He has fine speed, so has been given the 
added duty of returning kicks. Raimo 
returned a punt 65 yards and two kick-off 
returns totalling 60 yards. To top off the day, 
he recovered a fumble. It was a big 
disapPOintment to hear Charlie was sidelined 
due to a shoulder separation acquired during 
this past weeks practice. 
Paul Vespaziani was a big surprise 
offensively. Until the game with Western 
Connecticut, he had not seen much action 
but he made the most of his opportunity. Th~ 
sophomore fullback from Quincy carried the 
baH 14 times for a total of 106 yards. He has 
good speed to go along with his 5'·9", 180 
pound frame. In one play during the third 
quarter, Paul gained 63 yards and scored a 
touchdown. 
Coach Mazzaferro felt both players played 
an outstanding game allowing for a great team 
win. 
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Bears' Back to Back Victories 
BY JIM BIlliNGS 
On October IS, another cloudy and cool· Chartly Mass. ' conference leaders are concerned. 
Saturday, the Bears defeated Western Charlie Raimo did a sensational job at the After a point conversion by Ernie Branco 
Connecticut College by a score of 17.7. The corner back position. On the day he the defense: took over. 
game was played in Danbery, Conn. with a intercepted a pass, recovered a fumbl fumble, Plymouth looked as though they would 
few loy~ fans attending. SSC looked returned 3 punts , and returned 2 kickoffs for score as the first quarter came to a close. It 
impressive scoring 10 points in the first half. a total of 60 yards. was forth and one for Plymouth as the 
. Al Colarusso, a tailback from Peabody, Both Chris Tacel1i, a fullback from second quarter opened. But the Bears dug 
drew first blood scoring 6 points ()n a fine run. Winthrop, and Captain Peter Baskatiskas, inan4 helg otL~,S9al !iQ~ stand~ 
Al carriei the ball a total of 21 times good for tight endfrom Brockton had a fine day Later that quarter, Plymouths attempt at a 
68 yards. 'blocking. field goal was blocked by Tony Gambale. 
t Hernaf!.i
L 
~~~~c9 who scored 5 points, on CONGRA TULA nONS BEARS ON A The offense took control of third quarter 
the day made the extra point conversion. ' FINE EXCELLENT TEAM VICTORY. ' action, but was unable to score. Reggie 
Later, in the second quarter,hemade good on Emino looked impressive carrying the ball 
a 33 yard field goal. l5 times for 75 yards. 
Western Carino's Jim Meneil scored a The following were chose defensive players 
touchdown and the hal'J ended with the ,BSC US. Plymou"th of the week by Coach Mazzaferro:Tom 
Bears leading 10-7.. Hart~Defensive tackle from Holyoke, Jeff 
Paul Ve'spaziani, the sensational " Hawkins-defensive end from Pembroke, 
sophomore from Quincy, carreid the ball 14 Peter Gray·defensive tackle from 
times for a total of 106 yards. It was his 63 yard Marshfield, Rich Harwood-defensive back 
touchdown run in the third quarter that broke' Amazingly enough it was a sunny day from Walpole, Rich England-defensive back 
the back of the opposition, and added to his Saturday, when the Bears took the field in from Wareham, Gary Buelow-defensive 
being chased one of ECAC's player of the their battle against Plymouth State College. back from Ware, and Captain Gary Mace ,~eek~. ___ ."" _.... ~ . .. _ .. _, . Bridgewater kicked off, but an early fumble {recovered a fumbler. from Marblehead. 
The :" rest was a defensive ball game. Both by Plymouth gave the Bears great field Jeff Tuller. an offensive·· tackle from d~fenslve tackles, peter Gray and Joe Verria positi~. _. . Springfield, was honored for his blocking. 
did an outstandi?g ~ob. Pe~e: Gray is only a Bill Armstrong hit Jeff Fina,(\with a quick 5 Fran Muccio who finally saw action at the fre.s.h~an , but hiS size of 6 1 ~200 lbs and his yard toss to get things started. Jeff is the offensive guard position did a fine jol::! 
'" ,.-
A LOOK A~ THIS SATURDAYS GAME: 
Nichols College has a record of 3 wins· 3 
losses, and should be considered a real threat 
to the Bears. They lead the conference a year 
ago and this years record does not reveal 
their capability. I think it wiU be a close ball 
game due to the fact it will De prayed" altne 
Nichols field. 
If we receive some support with a bus going 
to the game I should think Bridgewater will 
win by a score of 14·10. 
GOOD LUCK BEARS! 
The' following is a list of the nine players out 











abihty make up for his inexperience in college number two receiver in the-conference . blocking as well. , 
, ball. .,,. " . . catching 14 passes for 255 yards so far'this Bus to Nt·cho· Is ga· m·e Cost.- $. 1.0·0 
Joe Verrla, 62 ··220 Ibs., ' hard hitter out of year. . . 
Barrington RI. Joe is only a sophomore, but Al Colarusso scored what proved to be the S· . 
he t~ has ~utstanding ability and always ~nningtouchdownwith 7 minutes remaining .. , Ig~ l!P at info ~oo.th Leave, s fr.ont 
looks ImpreSSIVe.. " ...' In the first quarter .,It was Bill Armstrong who ' . 
. Ca~tamRa!.:' .oberg dId a fine Job at the" threw the game WInning pass. Bill is fifth in ' of ,Union, .5' at. 11:00-11:30' a.m. 
bnebacker posltlon. Ray is'a ~OOpounderfrom the passing department as far as the 
WBIM 
will' broadcast the' 
football game this 
"Saturday, . live from 
Nichols College begining 
at 1:30 p.m. Jay Anas 
and John Davis will 
bring! you the play by 
: play, so, if you can't 
. be ~here in person, 
catch the bears' on WBIM! 
; .. 
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Bears Don't Double Fault 
by Douglas Mildram 
The B~ars ended their fall tennis campaign for-the Bears. Both Harrington and Nieva with a pair of victories over Westfield State 5· were in control of their service games and this 4 and Worcester State 8-1. The two wins has proved to be the difference. Joe Reagan and given BSC a final mark of 6·1, good for second Glenn Guenard, playing together for the first place in the Mass. State Conference. Only time, lost to Albano-Halligan 10-4 at second· Salem State 7-0 finished ahead of the netmen doubles. The third doubles team of Rich as Bridgewater continued to excel in league Agnew and Kim Bodden closed out the day by ; play. losing 10-5 to Westfield's Hurd and Botecho I The match vs. Westfield took place at the On Saturday, Worcester State College was 
A 
Westfield High tennis courts last Thrusday the setting for the Bears final match of the. afternoon. Bridgewater led after singles play season. The 8-1 drubbing administered by the . (4-2) on this, the coldest afternoon of the Bears was probably their most thorough I season. Tom Nieva took on the highly performance of the year. Worcester's only I regarded Val Wilder (seeded no. 1 in the point was registered by D. Alpert, who MASCAC T oumament) and was defeated 6- defeated Tom Nieva 6·2,7-5, in a well-played 0, 6-0, Tom, who gas played in the no. 1 match. Bob Harrington and Rich Agnew were singles spot throughout the season, always razor sharp for Bridgewater as they recorded draws the opposing teams toughest apponent 6-1, 6-3, and 6-1, 6-0 victories respectively. and Wilder was no exception. Second singles Joe Leagan, after a slow start, blitzed Mike player, captain Bob Harrington, won his Coleman en'route to a 7-5, 6-0 win. Joe match 6-4, 6-3 overButch Casey. Bob played McDermott, 6-1, 6-1, and Glenn Fuenard 6-1, one of his steadiest matches of the year in 6-0, tool< points in the 5th and 6th singles doing away with a tough opponent. Joe spots as the Bears had the match clinched 15-Reagan had little trouble with Don LaBella 6- 1, after singles. 
~rst ro_w (l to r): kim GQddu,~ Glenn Guenard. Joe Reaqan. Rich 
_ SD_~~. secon~ ~ow standinq 1 t~ r): Do~a Mildram\.. iqe .McDermott Tom Nleva. Capt. Bob Harnn rton~ Coach Mogllmckl. 
3, 6-4 as he raised his singles mark to 4-1 at the The doubles play ended quickly as 
.3rd position. Joe McDermott, playing 4th Bridgewater swept through Worcester and singles; had probably the toughest match of took all three points. Doubles scores were: the day in despatching Ken'Picard 7-5, 7·5. Number 1: Harrington-Nieva (won) 10-4 in This match was a critical one for the team, pro set. 
and Joe had to play long and hard for the Number 2 Fuenard-McDermott (won) 6-0,6-
victory. His refusal to allow Picard the key 1. points kept this match, which lasted 2 hours, Number 3, Mildram-Goddu (won) 6-4, 6-l. from going into a third set. Glenn Guemird 
took a tough loss at the hands of Buddy Herd Net Notes 6-4, 2-6, 6-4 in the 5th singles slot while sixth The match vs. Worcester State was, by far, singles man Doug Mildram rolled over his ~ the quickest of the year. The 6-1 mark by the opponent, Ken Botecho, 6-3, 6-2 to gain one Bears gives them a 23-1 record of the last one of the teams four singles points. and one half years ... There will be a complete The doubles team of Harrington-Nieva summary of the season in next weeks issue of overpowered Westfields Wilder-Case 10·6 in the COMMENT, complete with team and a pro set to capture the 5th and deciding point , individual's Final Statistics. 
Field Hockey Splits 
by Cheryl St. Onge are Sat. Oct 2~th against Springfield This past weekend, th~ BSe field hockev· .College starting at·l:00 pm and on Tuesday team travelJed to 'thi:!state· of Menne to play .. Nov. 1st the lastho!tiegame oithe season UMaine at Portland-Gorham and Bates against the University of New Hampshire College. starting at 2:00 pm. Please support the Arriving an hour and a halflate for the game team for it will be appreciated. 
at UMaine, Bridgewater should have been "PUSH-INS"-Although Van No.2 led tired but was very productive. With· the the way to Maine and was described as being offense working beautifully as a unit, the team "BLAH", Van No.1 had a tourguide in Deb 
. dominated as 3 goals were scored in the first Draper. half. 2 goals were scored by junior Erin Congratulations to the Suisse Chalet Hotel Egan. The second of Erin's goals was a for winning this week's "Pits of the Year deflection into the net with the assist going Award." 
to sophomore Debbie HiI1(the birthday girl). Thanks to Lisa Mattei for her·dedication to Senior tri-captain Sue Waletkus scored her the team as trainer .and especially for an first goal of the season with a pretty shot excellent spaghetti supper on the way home into the goal with only a few minutes left in from Maine. 
the half. The second haIf had BSC scoring And finally some "quiCk flicks" which immediately in the opening minutes, again describe the weekend: by Sue Waletkus which made the final Whoopie Pies 
score 4~0 in favor of ESC. Salty Water Determined to be on time for the game at "Chink" Eyes Bates College on Saturday morning, the team Muddy Underwear left an hour early. (It took only 30 minutes Hungry Stomachs to get to Bates )!! A well matched game in Kitty Whist the first half, had both teams scoreless at "E,E" half-time. BSC dominated the first half but Miss Ugly 
couldn't score due to a very muddy field. Stale Brownies Bates proved in the second half that they $25,000 Pyramid 
could score vnder any condition by scoring Chow Hounds 3 goals, one of them on a penalty stroke. Worcester Tech BSC ended up extremely dirty but empty- Valle's Lounge handed in the scoring department. The Faithful BSC Fans at Bates final score being Bates 3·BSC O. (M B K P K B & R J ) . ., '." .., ogerson s SSC's varsity record now stands at 5 wins "A SUPER WEEKEND IN THE STATE OF 2 losses, and 1 tie. The next home games' MAINE" 




Saturday, the B.S.C. cross country team 
participated in the Mass. State College cross 
country meet, Finishing first for Bridgewater (19th overall) was Scott Newkirk, who toured 
the rolling 5 mile Franklin Park course in 
27:19. Other B.S.C. finishers were Bill 
MacKinnin 36th, Ken Arnold 51st, John 
Semer 57th, and Mike Robertson 58th. 
At No. Adams last week, the Runnin Bears 
lost to the Mohawks 23-41 despite Newkirk's 
first place finish, His time for the hilly 5.7 mile 
course was 31:40. 
The final meet of the year will be at 







BSe women's tennis season was underway 
on Sept. 23. After competing against such 
teams as UNH, Southern Conn., and URI 
their record is 2-5. Although their record does 
not appear to be up to par, they still have four 
more matches left before the season ends. 
The Varsity team consists of three 
freshmen, five sophomores, two juniors and 
two seniors. 
The season ends on November 3rd, against 
Northeastern at the home courts. Your 
support will be appreciated! GOOD LUCK 
GIRLS!! 
O*ECFFOECTIVE THURSDA Y y: BER 27 .1977 ' 
. Rit~?fflo9JliRJal(;~tEN 
Kelly Gymnasium: Intramural 
and Intercollegiate games and practices take preceaence over 
reCf?c;ztionai hours. Wh~n the jaclirtles are not schedUled for these or other events open 
, rehcreation Tflay take place. Please 
c eck publzslied Intramural and Inter.collegiate schedules for 
confltcts. 




11-12 p.m. . 












Saturdays: 1-4 p.m. 
Sundays: 
1-4JJ.m. 
. N**.Pool and locker rooms closed 
cu. 5, 1977 for Homecomin.g. Fdool and locker rooms closed ~ 
uring HOME swim meets 
A1*IELSHS'ECREATIONAL FA'CIL-
1, . MAY BE USED BY ~¥RRENTLY ENROLLED ST~RINI#6Jc1:~ U~Vo 
CCHOILDREN OF THE COLLEGE MMUNITY. 
Entries for Men's Basketball 
Intramurals are due into the 
CoordinatQr's mailbox no later 
than Wed~esday, Nov'ember9th at FL YlNG PIZZA· 4;OQp.m. Play will begin the week of November 14th. 
All those interested inre.i;flng these I games, contact 
or ,tony Melchlorri 
Frank. DeCristifaro (Scott Hall). 
Telephone 697-8631 




by Candice Killion 
Bridgewater State skated to a 1-0 victory in 
a scrimmage game against the University of 
Rhode Island Friday evening, consistantly 
. outshooting, out hitting, and outskating the 
URlieam. . 
The Bears, before a crowd of 250 fans, gave 
the URI Rams a sample of the Bridgewater 
hustle and bump as they totally dominated 
the first period of play, controlling the puck 
throughout most of the stanza. Yet, BSC just 
could not beat the URI goaltender. We went 
scoreless throughout the period despite the 
Icemen's 31 shots on goal. 
In a 10 minute second quarter, BSC and 
URI bounced back md forth with possession 
of the puck. The Bridgewater defense butting 
the Rams about handling any attempts by URI 
to gain control. 
The third period, BSC saw red! Turning the 
heat on, firing a total of 36 shots on goal, the 
bears finally put one by the URI goalie as jake 
McDermott dug the puck out of the corner 
and passed to Paul Kelly, who then drilled 
a slapshot that was tipped into the URI net 
. by right wing Ed Dalton. He scored the 
only goal of the game. 
URI came up with a short rally, but was 
once again squashed by the BSC defense 
sending the Rams back to the hills scoreless. 
BSC will be' playing its. second scrimmage 
game Saturday evening on Oct. 29 at 7:00 
p.m. against Merrimack College at 
Merrimack. 
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Hockey Team Fired Up 
Bishop, Mike Del. Stoughton, Mass. 
Boduch, Jim Goal Scarborough, Ontario 
Call, Joe* Center Haverhill, Mass. 
Crauem, Kevin Wing Randolph.Mass. 
Dalton, ~d . Rt. Wing Winthrop, Mass. 
Depaolo, George* Lft. Winq Swampscott, Mass. 
Emery, Chuck Center - - Haverhill, Mass. 
Erickson, Jack Def. Quincy, Mass. 
Fisher, John* Lft. Wing Braintree, Mass. 
Frangione, Jim Def._ Barnstable, Mass. 
Giancola, Bill Rt. Wing Chelsea, Mass. 
Gili~spie, Matt* Rt. Wing -Hingham, Mass. 
Heaney~ Tom Lft. VJing Saugus, Mass. 
Kelly, Paul* (Capt.) Def. North Weymouth, Mass. 
Kiberd, Ed . Rt. Wing Oshawa, Dntario 
Kirchner, Bob"" . C_enter Billerica, MaSs~ 
Konaxis, Jim Def. Gloucester, Mass. 
Lucia, Pete Def. Haverhill, Mas~ 
MacDonald, John Center Braintree, Mass. 
Mark, Dan * Def. Stoughten •. Mass. 
McDerm?tt, Jake* Lft. Wing Wellesley, Mass_ 
""Returning Let:ermen 
I •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~.! ••••••••••••• : 
• • 
: CORRECTION : 
· .-• • 
: The Family R~creationRink is : 
• • 
• located on Lauton St. in • 
• • 
: T auriton, not CautonSt. as : 
: indicated in theprevious issue : 
• • : 0/ the COMMENT. : 
• • 
• • 
• • . .............•.................•.....•..• ' 
. McMahon, Jack Center T~wksbury, Mass: 
Mellon, J'Olhn Rt. Def. West Roxbury Mass. 0._ _.~_ 
Murphy, Brian Center Stouglhton, Mass. 
Olson, Bob Wing Wilmingto~, Mass. 
Parker, Steve* Def. Scituate, Mass. 
Parkes, Rich "" Def. -Boxborough, Mass. 
Perrotta, Deacon -Goai Thorold. Oiitario 
Schlicate, George Goal Gloucester, Mass. 
Vidito, Mike Lft. Wing Pickering, Ontario 
White, Steve Wing Tauton,Mass. 
; 
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Classi/ieds 
for sale 
1970 Pontiac Firebird. Formula, 400 d.c 
barrel, 330 h.p., po~.llir :.: ... ".,,19, power brakes. 
automatic, AM::':'FM radio. L 60-14 tires-
~sll9htly-damaged Blue book value·$1550. Firm 
offer·$950. Completely stock. Call Keith 
Knuckles 588-0468 (Brockton). Not good after 
Nov. 7, 1977. 
Make me an offer I can't refuse and it's yours. 
Dining table with four chairs in beautiful 
condition. Seeing is believing! Call 697-3030. 
services 
Getting married? Let INVITATIONS 
ETCETERA provide you with a unique 
collection of the finest invitations, 
announcements and monogrammed 
accessories. Personalized stationary, business 
line and Xmas cards also DISCOUNT. Call 
Carol Savas 344-9377. 
housing 
House for rent· in PamoI-oke $330 pay your 
own. 3 bedroom, 2 wood stoves, 20 minutes 
from college. Call 293·9292. 
Grad. student in need of housing. Call 617-
8882027. 
ride/riders 
Brockton Drivers! 1 need a ride to BSC from' 
South end, Tues. and Thurs. 7:30-11 Wed. and 
Fri. 2:00 (Home). Willing to share expenses, 
wait after classes (within reason). I see lots of 
single drivers going down Copeland St. Call 
Louise 583· 7167. 
Scituate area carpool or riders. Call Jan 
545-3183 after 5. 
personals 
To:the guy -who-don't-get·no-respect, 
Summer Breeze, Nurse, Toots, Jeff and 
Karen. Thanks for much good time, some hard 
times, much laughs, too much Rolaids, and 
never enough ~er. And Cliff-hang on, 
tomorrow's a better day! Love from: The 
College Grad. 
Tish·Happy Birthday-[ hope it will be 
happy_ Let's have no tests·and I don't mean 
. academic. Relax! McM·thanks tor the poetry 
how creative! Glad your date was fun. Lu-Iast 
week of student teachings. Will you miss the 
kids? Glad you're celebrating this weekend at BSe. Take care. Love Norma. P.S. Tish-the 
kids had fun this weekend! 
Charlie is your throat sore from snoring so 
much. I'm still frozen, give me some blanket 
and floor space. Believe me your not Rocky. 
The only thing you can kill is goldfish. Had a 
great weekend, but a little cold on Sat. night. 
Ralph. 
Happy Birthday Maire. Bill. 
Any male seeing the girl with the colorful cast 
wandering about campus please call Andrea at 
697-4067-she's walking a mile in my moccasin. 
To Paul B. in English at 3, you sit in the back 
and I sit in the front, let's meet in the middle. If 
your available, meet me after class,signed the 
girl with the colorful cast. 
Two \loung Canadians looking forward to 
meeting two mature Bridgewater girls. It 
interested contact, 1·699-8339. 
Groucho, always remember the weekend of 
10/21/77. There will be many more I'm sure! 
R.P.B. 
Kathy S.lives in a BARN!! 
Elvis, thank you for sharing your Sunday with 
me. It was the best time I ever had in the 
woods. I hope we share more good times here 
at BSC. Love the older girl in your Jife. 
Happy Birthday Harry, (Yes you Lisa). Hope, 
your 20th is extra special. We all love you. 
Love 301-306. 
I'd like to thank everyone who helped keep me 
awake last week. I'm particular: AI for the hugs 
and coffee, Vicki, Bob, Jim and Joe for the 
flowers (a rose is a rose is ... ) Gil tor the 
cheeseburger, Debbe, Debbie,Hugh, Jim and 
Seamus for the sympathy? Karen for the 
mono-induced empathy, and Arthur for the 
irony. Love Karen. 
Dinkweeds I don't know how you do it. 
Everyplace you go the girls just seem to be 
there. I guess that is just the kind of guy you 
are. You hot you. Signed your tumbling 
shadow. 
Tigger-I just want to say it's great to have 
another member of my family here at SSC.· 
Who would have thought that we would end 
up at the same college? Stella and Blanche 
must have planned it that way! Anyway, it's 
great to have you here. Love your cousin. P .S. 
Saturday night is going to be excellent! 
In great admiration: 
To Ronnie, Steve & Cassie: for making this 
whole stinking world a helluva lot happier_ For 
this we thank you. And to Gary, Jo, Leslie, 
Allen" Artimus, Billy, & Leon: Here's to a 
speedy recovery. 
RJ.P. "FREE BIRP'" 
Dear MWTPH: Is it spelled right this time? 
love H.L. 
To John Flynn·get psyched for Europe, 
because:l'm going and even though Europe 
doesn't know we're coming yet, there're never 
gonna forget .us when we leave.-your good 
budclyRiche D. 
C)a~sified Ad Form 
CircleH~g: 
FOR'SALE W.4N1lID 
HOUSING LOST & FOUND 
PERSONAL . RIDE/RIDERS 
.-122 Park Auenue, (i.e. Pope). It must be 
ineuitab!e that nice people have nice friends. 
Will NO and UMass visit again soon? Hope so. 
Supper was amazing Sunday night - we all 
need a good laugh now and then! Come uisit if 
you figure this out! Your lauing refrigerator. 
To Cheryl and Dave: Just a thank you for 
going to D.C. with us - it was excellent! Just a 
few reminders to be split up in the personals.: 
Arna Valley; "little friends"; Wax Museum; 
Dolphin ShoW; Making Money; Mt. Vernon (I 
still can't believe we made it to the boat on 
time!); J.F.K. Center; Zoo (Panda-Bears - I 
still want one!); F.B.l. (didn't quite make it to 
that one on time); Ford's Theatre (after we 
took a walk in the bad section! - stupid map!); 
House where he died; Army Band at Jefferson 
Memorial .... 
To C. and D.: Dept. of State; Washington 
Cathedral; Treasury (ALL THAT GOLD); 
Aquarium (Stonefish); the Capitol (almost 
missed that tour, too.); Lib. of Congress; 
Supreme Court; Bell Tower, Botanical 
Gardens; Pentagon (what a walk!); Arlinton 
Cemetery - (J.F.K. .and Bobby K., Tomb of j 
the Unknown; Changing of the Guard); the 
White House (Too bad Jimmy wasn't there-
he missed us!); Washington Mon. and Lincoln' 
. Memorial (Let's NOT discuss the length of the 
reflecting pool!!) .... 
To C and D.: The Smithsonian and that weirdo 
Superman; "Do You Turn Somersaults?"; 
moon shining on the Potomac at intermission; 
the Archives; Air and Space Museum. Who's 
gonna go with Dave? When and where do we 
eat? Is it lunch time yet? There's gotta be a 
place to sit down around here somewhere! 
The Barley Mow and all the other excellent 
meals and good times. Burnt blueberry 
muffins ... Thanks again, cuz we'll never forget 
it! Love, Jean and Gary. 
BSC Field Hockey Girls, This is an "unofficial 
push·in". I hope you don't mind. I once read 
that "There is no such thing as 'best' in a world 
of individuals." After seeing you play this year, 
I believe there is an exception to the rule. Your 
talent and ability are worth admiring. llood 
luck for the rest of the season. Always, a fan. 
Joan Balone: Be careful this Halloween 
because Ghost Fly is out to get ya. Buzzzz. I 
hear you got a sapphire from Kenny for your 
birthday. Are things getting serious? You 
better be a good girl because if you're not, the 
Ghost Fly might fly in your mouth while you're 
sleeping! Love, Piglet. 
Free: Male Shepard-Husky. 2 years old. Loves 
people. Must be someone who can. spend a lot 
of time with him. I work and to to school, so he 
doesn't get the attention he needs. So if you 
have a nice place for Jake, call Margie at 44'7-
2466 and leave a message. 
To the Morei in 511. If you "wipe out Kitchen 
sinks", the Baron will be sure to get you! And if 
you write any more "personal" personals, I'll 
be sure to get even with you!l!Signed,Beeeeee 
GG: Yes, you on the mailing list...this is 
JJ ... thought it would be cool to communicate 
in this fashion ... llove you ya know ... 2 years is 
rolling around very quickly, and I love it. Be 
good and drive slow ... sorry I was playing the 
piano when you called last Sunday, I wanted to 
say again that I [ave you, but I guess you 
already know that! Signed, JJ. 
To Linda Webster: Linda, This week was 
fantastic and I loved spending every minute of 
it with you. It made me realize that all my good 
friends are here and no matter where the path 
leads, rn never forget my friends at BSC. I love 
you alI. Take it slow on your knocky knees. 
Love Riche D. 
The Bridgewater Express (Love those trains!). 
Arrived at Leach's Gove on the day of the 
Oktoberfest - was she good, right Sal? It's a 
little to the left ,SaI_ For those of you that 
boarded the train, I hope you attend the next 
Free Clinic! All aboard! 
Babies, Nights are forever without you. Quiet 
nights at the Town Pier and Bridgewater Inn. 
Everyday another beautiful memory. Anytime 
your shoe needs cIeaning ... Keep Marvin warm 
and tucked in!! (Joke!) Our times are forever. 
My love always, Goon/Jr_ 
Halloween Costume Party!! There will be a 
costume party at The Mad Hatter, 25 Necco 
St., Boston. Giant 24 oz. Seers, 50 cents. 
Mixed drinks, 75 cents. and a $25 prize for the 
best costume! Monday, Oct. 31st from 8:00 till 
closing! This promises to be the biggest and 
the best! Don't miss it! Admission $2, for 
tickets, contact Steve Foley or $2 at door. 
Everyone is invited. 
To The Dynamic Duo: married WHAT IS 
YOUR ACT??? AND ENGAGED--WHA T 
OTHER GAMES DO YOU PLAY??? DON'T 
YOU KNOW THE RULES? YOUR 
STRATEGY IS THE PITTS!! 
Bobby & Sissy, Gena, Sue, Moniq, Sharon, 
Debbie, Ellen, M.J., Laurie, Christo, and 
Tracy-Thank you for the biggest surprises in 
my Iiie,back to back to back to back. I didn't 
even know it was the day ·thesigns on the walls 
all over the campus told me .. -THANKS FOR 
A WUNNERFUL WUNNERFUL BIRTHDAY 
LOVE YOU ALL --M.E.M. 
Brian: It's good to know that I have a friend I 
can tell my problems to. Thanks for trying to 
help, but things can't always turn out the way I 
want. Guess Who ?! 
Erin,Kathy,Chris,and especially Sharon, 
thanks for putting up with me while I was going 
through those bad times. Erin, I'm gonna steal 
one of your lines-. I don't know what I'd do 
without you all! 
Sioux: Wanna walk to Smudins? Where were 
you? Who made my bed? Are you going to the 
Riv? Who's that liberated woman on campus? 
What happened to your eyes? Remember, 
together we are useless, but alone we are 
worse. rll miss ya lots. Promise you'll visit. 
You're the best roommate ever. Love ya, your 
roommate. 
Saturday Nite Live ... My little roo B-Bri oLlr 
new man about the Union. 221 in Pope has 
Linus's "Great Pumpkin"_ The Dancing Bear 
came this weekend and you all missed him. 
Monday nite, Mad Hatter· be there! No more 
getting high-just small. Were you microscopic 
this weekend. Students should be prevented 
from "suitcase college syndrome". Get out and 
get aroundWSHFAYSTO 
Harbor lights, Nights are Forever and all the 
rest... Nothing has changed, and whether you 
want to hear it or not·, I still love you, you know 
I always will. Remember, you only forget when 
there's better yet. -Jeremy. 
Sue·I don't regret our elopement to Prov., To' one of us four:Company for the weekend. R.I.-But Woonsocket is much easier to get to- Where did h,e sleep? We thought we were 
call me whenever you need transportation dreaming !!Is [t Love?? We Wanna Know! 
. to or from -Bob 
What's that grin on your face'? Nothing like a 
rap on the window at 2:00 A.M. to cause 
twitchy thighs. Signed, We don't belong to no 
damn groups, neither! 
MU: Now that it isdefinitely over,(Thank 
God!)I want to thank you for the experience 
for it has made me realize that: "'Promises do 
disappear at the light of day"!--H.R.S. 
P.C. Happy Birthday to Bridggewater's Best 
V.P. at 21 the fun is just Beginning (We hope). 
Thanks for making my many hours in the 
library ... Eventful?? P.S. Hope you get a Big 
Bottle of SHNU Cologne!! 
To my favorite flunkie-·thank you for the 
couch, and thank you for Jetting us cook for 
you. lsaw what you guys were doing after you 
turned out the lights! Will the real Koskesh 
please lie down. 
To Hedda Gabbler- Do the hula much? Hedda 
Shamrock loves to see those JB's move. Keep 
dancing- only 54 days and counting ... From 
Disco Hula and the girls. 
Raff, Remember the "Happy Hour" at For Pete 
Sake and buying Pumpkins in the rain. We'll 
make it through the year, I hope. We'll party 
again after a Bio. exam. Don't say you never 
got a personal. --Debba J. 
Tko The Night Cainers: You are one fine 
group. Shall we all get small together. Or, in my 
case, smaller? Upsilon, Theta·Chi I'm a little 
worried about your contraption for 
transportation. It Won't Pass Inspection. To 
one who knows, I'm sending a speCial hello. 
Cainers Keep Warm.--Mark. 
Thanks everyone for helping me through the 
"hard times"·if you guys weren't here, I 
wouldn't be either. Hope I get my way 
soon until then·I'U keep tryin. Diana Ross! P.S. 
Thanks for my poster Donna 
To the Girls at Cracker box Palace: Great 
party Saturday night. Thought the bull was 
gonna hit the fan when he walked in .. Mary will 
nev.er be the same,-you've corrupted her. 
Deb What a mouth! Nancy, happy birthday· 
Barb, you're gonna get yours. Keep smiling 
and wash those dishes.-·Love, Old J.D. No.7 
Happy Belated 21st Birthday Donna .. hope it 
was good .. 3rd floor's gone from "EASY 
LISTENING" to DISCO A.M. Did you know 
Marlo Thomas,Mary Tyler Moore, and Diana 
Ross are alive and living in Shea Hall? Thanks 
for the best anniversary guys--you're great· 
Kevin, too!!! Buzz. 
KRESKIN--Yes, that's right everyone. The 
amazing Kreskiil wi!! soon be at BSC. In case 
you haven't heard of him, he's an 
internationally famed mentalist, emertainer, 
author, and foremost authority in the area of 
E.s.P. Many of you have seen"or heard of 
James Mapes .. if you liked him, you'll LOVE 
KRESKIN!! He'll be at BSC on Nov.7, at 7:00 
in the S.U. Auditorium .. Don't miss this 
exciting event or you11 be sorry. 
Darlene and Patti, Thanks for walking me 
home Tuesday night. rt was sweet of you. 
Joan. P.S., Darlene, do you have a complex? 
- shoes. -.. tee hee. 
To X--SB, porcupine will always live on but at 
least now we really have to be SB. Keep up the 
good work and tr,::/ not to get thrown off of too 
many more beds! Love, B. 
GO ... 
Rules for Classified Ads 
BANANAS! t!~lIrHE FUN STOREL!!!!!!!~' 
O~ER ____ ~ ____ ~~ ____________ ~~ ________ _ 
Selling:o army & 'navy goods 
o camping supplies 
• work clothes & shoes 
1. '6Deadline 12:00 Noon 
on the Monday preceding 
the. next issue Ad~~~~: __ ~~~ __________________________ ~ __________ __ 
~/PhC'me: 
C~ ore Irte lor tlIltutknlli 
faculty, stet!. oM administrilliOn oJ esc. 
For 01 ot~ rata ant '1.50 per- ooIurim inch: 
A~: __________________ ~ ______________ ~ ____ ~~ __________ _ 
Total arnqulll (If1C~: 
• war surplus 
• jeans tops & more! 
A t crazy discoun t prices gO... . 
.~~~~"'&I 566 FOREST AVE. 
BROCKTON,MA 
liiiiiiilOpen 9 am - Spm 
Sat 10 am - 6 pm 
next to8restAuto 
i - - - - •• WITH THIS COUPON 
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CES WITH SCHOOL 
OR COllEGE 1.0. 
go .•• 
·.~dloltll ... &1 
army-navy goods. war surplus 
566 FOREST AVE, 
BROCKTON. MA 
laliiiiiit,Qpen 9 am·· 9 pm 
Sat 10 am - S pm 
next to BrestAuto 
2~ Maximum of 60 words 
·3. Two classifieds per 
person 
: 4. All ads must be signed 
with your name and home 
:or 
5. 
campus address . 
The CO.MME·NT 
the right to edit 
,".~.-.---.--~--.--.-~.- .. -~--' 
reserves 
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